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Entente Européenne d’Aviculture et de Cuniculture 
European Association for Poultry, Pigeon, Cage Bird, 
Rabbit and cavy Breeders 
Regulations for European Shows of the EE 

____________________________________________________
_________ 
 
1.  Application 
1.1 
Every affiliated country can apply to stage a European show. A European  
Show needs to include all sections (poultry, pigeons, cage birds, rabbits and 
cavies). The show can be organised by one section of a national association, all 
combined associations or a powerful local club from the affiliated country. The 
association will bear all responsibilities for the exhibitors and the EE, which will be 
laid down in a contract to be signed by aforementioned association and the EE. 
Responsibilities are non transferable. Following a successful application to the EE, 
the show can then be advertised as a European show. Each application must 
include details of venue and date of the show.  
 
1.2 
The organisers of a European Show shall pay €1 per exhibit entered (national and 
international exhibits) into the EE coffers. Ways of payment will be stipulated in the 
show contract. 
 
1.3 
The applicant will accept all EE regulations connected to organising a European 
Show. All legal aspects will be drawn up in a special show contract between the EE 
and the show organisers. This contract may include additional terms, which can 
vary from show to show. 
 
1.4 
If any legal obligations cannot be fulfilled, the applicant must inform the EE in 
writing. It is at the EE Executive’s discretion to exempt the show organisers from 
one or more obligations. 
 
1.5 
The show organisation may elect its own committee, providing it does not act in 
contravention of the contract. All committee members will wear badges showing 
their names and functions. 
The EE President and General Secretary have a vote and a seat on the show 
committee. They will be invited to attend at least 2 meetings and all expenses will 
be charged to the show committee. 
 
1.6 
The European Show will also host an EE- European Show for juvenile exhibitors. 
The regulations for such a show will be stipulated in a separate set of rules. 
 
1.7 
The show organisers have to create a special website by 1. October of the previous 
year, which will be updated constantly with all relevant information. From the date 
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of the annual convention of the year in which the European show takes place, all 
schedules and entry forms have to be available from the aforementioned website. 
 
1.8 
The show catalogue and all title holders have to be uploaded on the aforementioned 
website by the Saturday of the European show at the latest. 
 
 
2.  Fixtures 
2.1 
The date of the European Show should be set in such a way that it will not clash 
with any of the traditional dates of the big, national shows. The best time would be 
between the middle and the end of November.  
 
2.2 
Each affiliated country is to observe the rule that it cannot organise any 
international shows on the same date as a European Show as well as within two 
weeks before or two weeks after a European Show. Shows in border regions that 
have an international entry of less than 500 exhibits are exempt. 
No National shows in any affiliated country may be held on the same date as a 
European Show as well as one week before or one week after a European Show.  
Exceptions to this rule will be at the Executive’s discretion. If possible, National 
shows of the organising country, are to be integrated into the European show. 
 
 
3.  Participation 
3.1  
Only exhibitors who are members of a national association that is affiliated to the 
EE have a right to show at a European Show. A right to show for individual 
exhibitors does not exist. 
 
3.2   
Exceptions to the above rule are at the EE Executive’s discretion 
 
 
4.  Breeds 
4.1   
All breeds and colours that are included in the European standard (rabbits and 
cavies) and in the EE-Breeds’ List (pigeons and poultry) can be shown.  
Stipulations for the Cage Bird section are drawn up in a separate set of Rules. 
 
4.2 Cropped and docked poultry (except for ornamental fowl) and hairless cavies 
are banned from European shows. 
 
 
5.  Identification of Exhibits 
5.1   
All exhibits must be identifiable through the identification scheme of their home 
nation. Poultry and pigeons must wear closed rings. Rules of the individual affiliated 
countries apply. Open rings are not allowed. Chick marks are allowed in the poultry 
section. The maximum age of exhibits in the poultry and pigeon section shall be 6 
years. (e.g. 2005-2011).  
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ICage birds will be rung according to the rules of COM.  
 
 
6.  Entering Exhibits 
6.1  
The show organisers must request estimated figures of entry from each affiliated 
country; the details are as follows: 

a) estimated number of exhibits 
b) estimated amount of exhibitors 
c) contact person for each section 
d) names and addresses of possible judges in each section in order of  

 priority 
 
This correspondence will constitute the official invitation and includes the first 
information about the show. It must be available in all three official EE languages. 
These invitations are sent to the Presidents of all affiliated associations by 30th. 
November in the year prior to the show. 
 
6.2 
The estimated figures are to be sent to the show organisers by 31st. March of the 
year in which the show is scheduled. 
 
6.3  
The schedules and entry forms for the show are handed out during the EE 
convention per country and per section. Every entry form will be accompanied by 
important  information such as how the champions and championships are 
awarded. Those countries that are not present at the convention will get the 
packages sent to them by post. The definitive veterinary regulations are handed out 
at the same time. 
 
6.4 
The rules and regulations as well as the schedule, entry forms and information for 
the European Show are to be put on the websites of the European Show and the 
European Association prior to the annual EE convention in that year. 
 
6.5 
Cavies and Cage Birds can be penned a day later, reducing the judging to just one 
day. 
 
6.6 
The entry closing date will be set by the show organisers and the EE-Executive in 
such a way that confirmation of the entry (Form B) is back in the hands of the 
contact person of the participating country at least 3 weeks prior to the day of 
penning. The official health forms are to be sent with Form B at the same time. The 
entry has to be made in one of the three official EE languages. 
 
6.7 
The entries are made by the contact person of one section in each country. A 
contact person can be responsible for more than one section. 
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7.  Contact Persons 
7.1 
The show organisers must request the addresses of all contact persons in a letter to 
the Presidents of all affiliated associations by 30th. November in the year prior to 
the European show.  The addresses of all affiliated associations will be sent to the 
show organisers electronically by 1. September of the previous year at the latest.  
 
The details of the contact persons have to be in the hands of the show organisers 
by 31st. March at the latest. 
The rights and responsibilities of contact persons are laid down in separate rules.  
 
7.2 
As soon as the contact persons have been announced to the show organisers by the 
affiliated countries, all correspondence regarding exhibits and exhibitors will be 
conducted with the contact person.  
 
7.3. 
The show organisers appoint a qualified and competent spokesperson for each 
section. These people will be available to all contact persons for queries and 
information before and during the European Show. 
 
7.4  
Each country that takes part in the European show can appoint a contact person. If 
one section enters more than 100 exhibits, it can appoint a contact person of its 
own.  
All contact persons are entitled to expenses from the show organisers. Expenses 
will be paid for board and lodging for the time between penning and lifting of the 
exhibits. The amount to be paid to the contact persons as well as all judges will be 
stipulated in the show contract. The contact person’s expenses will be paid during 
the show.  
 
Contact persons who officiate as judges at the same show will receive no expenses 
for contact persons for the days they are judging, but will be in receipt of judges’ 
expenses (arrival, departure day and judging days) 
If the total amount of exhibits of a country or section is less than 100, the contact 
person will receive a percentage of his expenses according to the amount of 
exhibits. 
 
7.5 
Each contact person will receive a badge from the show organisers, showing their 
name and function, upon arrival at the show. This badge allows them unlimited and 
free access to the exhibition centre, car parks and show. 
From 200 exhibits upwards per country and section an additional badge will be 
handed out for one helper for every 200 further exhibits 
 
All official contact persons will have an office at their disposal. 
 
 
8.  EE-Executive 
 
8.1  
The EE President and the General Secretary represent all EE interests to the show 
organisers. They will conduct all preliminary tasks and negotiations with the show 
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organisers. The results of all negotiations have to be approved by the EE-Executive 
before they come into force.  
 
All expenses for travelling, accommodation and full board that EE Executive 
members (including the EE Honorary President) incur whilst carrying out their tasks 
will be paid by the show organisers. 
Precise details of these expenses will be incorporated in the show contract. 
 
8.2  
The EE-President and General Secretary, on behalf of the Executive, have to make 
sure that all show regulations are adhered to by the show organisers. 
They have to be especially convinced that all printed matter for the preparation of 
the show and the judging books are worthy of a European show. 
 
8.3  
The EE President and the General Secretary have to be present at the show from 
penning the exhibits until lifting time.  
 
The Section Presidents have to be present for the duration of the show from the 
first day of judging to the close of the show. They have to be available to the show 
organisers in case of queries regarding judging and championships. 
 
8.4 
The EE- Executive will have a spacious room at its disposal for the duration of the 
show, which is big enough to hold meetings and discussions. The room must be 
adequately furnished and have internet access. 
 
8.5  
The members of the EE Executive have to be officially invited as guests of honour 
for the official opening as well as the social evening. All formalities will be stipulated 
in the show contract. 
 
8.6 
Each member of the Executive will receive a badge from the show organisers, 
showing their name and function upon arrival at the show. This badge allows them 
unlimited and free access to the exhibition centre, car parks and show. 
 
 
9.  Exhibiting 
 
9.1  
The order in which the breeds are penned is decided by the sections. Each section 
will draw up a special list to this effect. 
 
Accepted are: 

a) Single entries of poultry, pigeons, cage birds, rabbits and cavies. 
b) Ornamental fowl in pairs. 
c) Collection entries (4 exhibits of one breed and colour) poultry, pigeons, 

rabbits and cavies. Each collection contains both sexes. 
d) The cage bird section will draw up its own regulations, which can be 

adapted at all times. The regulations have to be available at the EE 
convention of the year prior to the European Show so that they can be 
perused and approved by the Executive and the show organisers. 
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e) In the event that a national show of the host nation is incorporated in the 
European Show, the championats will be awarded solely according to the 
EE regulations. 

f) Exhibits  not covered by the above five EE-sections, must obtain special 
permission from the EE-Executive prior to exhibition. 

 
9.2  
Rabbit collections are penned consecutively with the sexes randomly placed. The 
rabbits are penned according to breed and colour. 
 
9.3  
Colours that have not been listed on the entry form will be judged, but cannot 
compete for specials. 
 
 
10.  Specials 
 
10.1  
European Champion (collections) 
 
Poultry, Ornamental fowl, Pigeons and Rabbits 
 
This title is awarded as follows: 
 
10.1 a 
The best collection (see Art. 9.1 b) in each breed from all colours will win the title 
‘European Champion’, provided that at least 4 collections from 2 countries and 3 
exhibitors have been entered in that class.  
The best collection is worked out on the total amount of points gained by the four 
individual exhibits.  
 
In order to win the ‘European Champion’ title, a collection must have gained at 
least 376 points. 
 
10.1 b 
If two or more collections tie with the same points’ total, all exhibitors will win the 
‘European Champion’ title. 
 
10.1 c 
In the case of equal points, further titles will be awarded even if only one collection 
is entered in the relevant colour as the basic conditions (see Art. 10.1 a) have been 
fulfilled. 
 
10.1 d 
In the event of individual colours fulfilling the prerequisites (i.e. at least 4 
collections from 2 countries and 3 exhibitors) more ‘European Champion’  titles will 
be awarded in that breed and colour. 
 
10.1 e 
All exhibitors, that tie for equal points, will be awarded the European Champion 
title. 
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Ornamental Fowl 
A collection of ornamental fowl will consist of 2 pairs of birds of the same breed and 
colour. In order to win the ‘European Champion’ title, a collection must have gained 
at least 188 points. 
 
Cage Birds 
 
10.1 f 
The Cage Birds section will draw up a special set of rules for the award of ‘European 
Champion’, conform Art. 9.1 c. 
 
Cavies 
 
10.1 g 
The best collection title will be awarded in each of the three groups, namely 
smooth, rough and long coated, provided there are 12 exhibits present. The best 
collection will be awarded the title in descending order, according to art. 10.1k  
 
In order to win the ‘European Champion’ title, a collection must have gained at 
least 376 points. 
 
10.1 h 
In the event of individual groups fulfilling the prerequisites of 12 more exhibits, 
further ‘European Champion’  titles will be awarded in that breed and colour. 
 
10.1 i 
In the event of individual breeds fulfilling the prerequisites of 12 more exhibits, 
further ‘European Champion’  titles will be awarded in that breed and colour. 
 
10.1 k 
The title will be awarded to the best 4 exhibits in one group, breed and colour of 
one exhibitor and both sexes are represented. 
 
10.1 l 
If two or more collections tie with the same points’ total, all exhibitors will win the 
‘European Champion’ title. The winners are calculated by PC. 
 
10.1 l 
All exhibitors, that tie for equal points, will be awarded the European Champion 
title. 
 
10.1 m 
The title-holders will be presented with a certificate in all sections. This certificate 
shall bear the name of the venue and the date of the European Show, the name of 
the exhibitor as well as the breed and colour of the exhibit. The format for the 
certificate is DIN A4. 
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10.2  
European Championship (single exhibits)  
 
Poultry, Pigeons and Rabbits 
 
This title is awarded as follows: 
 
10.2 a 
The title ‘European Championship’ will be awarded to breeds with at least 20 
entries. The best exhibit will win the award, regardless of its sex.  
 
The title ‘European Championship’ can be awarded if the exhibit has gained a 
minimum of 95 points  or the marks “SG” –“very good”.  
 
10.2 b 
If individual colours within the breed fulfil the prerequisites (i.e. at least 20 
exhibits) more ‘European Championship’ titles will be awarded in this colour. 
 
10.2 c 
If more than 40 exhibits have been entered within one breed, the best male as well 
as the best female will be awarded a ‘European Championship’ title.  
 
10.2.d 
If more than 40 exhibits have been entered within one breed and one colour (see 
Art. 10.2 c), the best male as well as the best female will be awarded the ‘European 
Championship’ title in that one colour.  
 
10.2 e 
The allocation of European Championship titles for poultry, pigeons and rabbits are 
prepared by the international jury (Art. 11). Placing the awards of the ‘European 
Championship’ titles can be passed on to the head judges. 
 
Ornamental Fowl. 
In the event that a minimum of 10 pairs have been entered, the title European 
Championship will be awarded to the best pair, if a minimum score of 95 points has 
been gained. 
 
Cage Birds 
 
10.2 f 
Placing the awards of the ‘European Championship’ titles in the Cage Bird section 
will be stipulated in special regulations, conform Art. 9.1.d and supervised by the 
section’s President. 
 
Cavies 
10.2 g 
A European Championship will be awarded to every Best of Breed, provided there 
are at least 12 exhibits in that breed. The title will be awarded to either sex. 
 
In order to win the ‘European Championship’ title, the exhibit must have gained at 
least “Very Good” / 95 points. 
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10.2 h 
In the event of individual breeds fulfilling the prerequisites of 12 more exhibits, 
further ‘European Championship’  titles will be awarded in that breed and/or colour. 
 
10.2 i 
In the event of individual breeds having more than 24 exhibits, the best male as 
well as the best female exhibit will be awarded a European Championship. 
 
10.2 k 
In the event of individual colours having more than 24 exhibits, fulfilling the rules in 
Art. 10.2.i, the best male as well as the best female exhibit will be awarded a 
European Championship as well. 
 
10.2 l 
The title-holders will be presented with a certificate in all sections. This certificate 
shall bear the name of the venue and the date of the European Show, the name of 
the exhibitor as well as the breed, colour and sex of the exhibit. The format for the 
certificate is DIN A4. 
 
10.3  
Rare Breeds 
 
10.3 a 
To enable rare breeds to win European Championships titles for collections and 
European Champions for single entries, the rules appertaining to the number of 
exhibits and exhibitors will not be applied as strictly. 
 
10.3 b 
In order to promote rare breeds, the section President has the option to combine 
several breeds into one group of more than 20 exhibits in the poultry, pigeon and 
rabbit sections and at least 12 exhibits in the cavy section. The best exhibit or the 
best collection of this group will be awarded the title ‘European Championship’ or 
‘European Champion’.  
 
The section cage birds will make provisions for this in their special regulations, 
conform Art. 9.1. d. 
 
10.3 c 
The section Presidents base their decisions on the existing lists of Rare Breeds. 
 
 
10.4 
Other specials 
 
EE Medals 
 
10.4 a 
The EE donates one EE-medal per 400 exhibits in each section. These medals will 
be allocated for distribution to the head judges. The head judges will award these 
medals in cooperation with the judges before any other specials are awarded. The 
awards will be written down on the judges’ awards list.  
 
The awards are made irrespective of the country of origin of the exhibits. 
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10.4 b 
A maximum of one medal can be awarded within one breed. 
If more than 400 exhibits have been entered within one breed, further EE medals 
will be awarded for every 400 more exhibits. 
 
Specials donated by the show organisers 
 
10.4 c 
The show organisers must donate at least one special on every 10 exhibits in each 
section. The minimum value of this special has to correspond to the cost of the 
entry fee. 
 
Donated specials 
 
10.4 d 
Specials donated by authorities, associations, clubs or private persons have to be 
added to the list of specials. The show organisers will distribute these specials 
equally over all sections and breeds. They will be indicated ‘Special Award’ SE. 
 
10.4 e 
These specials conform Art. 10.4 c und 10.4 d  will be awarded solely by the 
judges. 
 
10.4 f 
Each exhibit should not be awarded more than 1 special, with the exception of the 
exhibit that has won a European Championship title and which will be awarded one 
extra special. 
 
10.5 
Exhibitors’ Medals and Specials 
 
10.5 a 
Every exhibitor that makes an entry of at least 4 exhibits in one section will be 
given an exhibitors' souvenir medal (exhibitors' medal). This medal cannot be 
handed out if the exhibits are absent. 
 
10.5 b 
A souvenir medal will also be given to all judges when they collect their expenses. 
 
 
11.  Judging of Exhibits  
 
11.1  
All exhibits from the Poultry, Pigeon, Rabbit and Cavy sections are judged to the 
European Standard. If a particular breed is not listed in there, the standard of the 
country from which the breed has been entered will be used. The show organisers 
and the chairman of the Standards Committee have to ensure that an extensive 
description is available in one of the official languages for those breeds that are not 
included in the European standard. The Cage Bird section has its own Rules. 
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12.  Appointing Judges 
 

Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbits and Cavies 

Preliminary Engagement 
 
12.1 
Once the estimated numbers of exhibits have been received, the show organisers 
have to contact the suggested judges in writing by the 30th. April. Information 
about the method of judging and judges’ fees has to be included. 
If no correspondence to the contrary is received from the judges within 4 weeks, 
the preliminary engagement under the mutually agreed stipulations, will stand.  
An official preliminary engagement does not, however, constitute a guarantee to 
judge. 
 
12.2 
The judges are primarily recruited on their technical knowledge and their ability to 
speak more than one language. 
 
12.3 
Judges that have attended at least 2 EE-Judges’ seminars are preferred, when all 
requirements under Art. 12.2 have equally been fulfilled. Every country that enters 
exhibits at a European show will supply at least one judge. However, this rule only 
applies if the stipulations under Art. 12.2 and 12.3 are fulfilled. 
 
12.4 
Foreign judges that are proposed by a specialist club from the host nation will be 
seen as host nation judges. 
 
12.5 
The appointed judges must be able to speak one of the three official EE languages 
or the host nation’s language. To aid communication with judges that only speak 
the host nation’s language (not English, French or German), the show organisers 
have to supply enough interpreters that are able to translate into one of the three 
EE-languages. 
 
12.6 
According to the rules, all participating associations have to confirm their chosen 
judges with the show organisers at the same time as sending in the entry forms. 
The show organisation will issue a form for that purpose. The names, addresses, 
telephone and mobile numbers of the judges are filled in on this form.  
Other details, such as whether the judge is a specialist judge for certain breeds or 
can be employed in the breed groups of the pigeon and poultry sections should also 
be mentioned. 
 
One form is filled in for each judge. 
 
Members of the EE Standards Committees are automatically engaged as judges and 
do not fall under the above rules. A special head judge will be engaged for the 
security of animal welfare and health. 
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12.7 
Each judge will receive a confirmation of engagement, accompanied by the breeds 
that are to be judged, information about hotel accommodation, a diary of events 
and all details of judges’ expenses. A special expenses claims form will be included. 
 
 
12.8  
The workload of each judge is established between the show organisers and the 
section President. Differences of opinion are solved by the section President’s 
casting vote. 
 
12.9 
The show organisers have to invite all appointed judges to a judges’ meeting on the 
evening before the day of judging. The meeting will be chaired by the section 
President for the jury and the head judges. Each section is allocated one room in 
which the judges receive their information and tuition. 
 
12.10 
It is imperative that all members of the international juries, head judges and judges 
attend this meeting. Those that do not attend will not be in receipt of their 
travelling expenses to the show nor their first night’s hotel accommodation. Any 
absentees from this meeting will be reported immediately to the show organisers 
by the section President. Apologies for absence will only be dealt with in extreme 
circumstances. 
 
The judges are instructed on the amount of specials to be awarded as well as the 
rules governing these awards before judging commences. 
 
12.11 
Each judge will receive a badge from the show organisers, showing their name and 
function upon arrival at the show. This badge allows them unlimited and free access 
to the exhibition centre, car parks and show. 
 
 
13.  For Sale Section 
 
13.1  
Each exhibitor has the right to put exhibits up for sale and will inform the show 
organisers of the selling price.  
Under normal circumstances the sale prices are indicated in Euros. The seller 
receives 90% of the sale price and the buyer pays an extra 10% on top of the sale 
price. The sale price is indicated by the vendor in the catalogue. 
 
Sold exhibits may be lifted as soon as the sale has been completed and rules will be 
drawn up by the show organisers on how to remove the exhibits from the hall. 
 
13.2  
Taxes and possible customs’ charges will be charged to the buyer and paid for by 
the show organisers. 
 
13.3  
A list will be compiled of all exhibits sold and several copies of this list will be 
handed out to all contact persons prior to lifting time. The list will clearly state how 
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many and which exhibits have been sold from that particular country and that all 
taxes have been paid. 
 
13.4  
The monies for all sold exhibits from foreign exhibitors (90% of the published price) 
must be in the hands of all contact persons within 30 days after the show at the 
latest. 
All prize monies have to be transferred to the same accounts within the 30 days 
period and the contact persons will be given a list of all winners and their specials 
prior to their departure from the show. 
 
 
14.  Veterinary and Customs Regulations 
 
14.1  
The veterinary and customs’ regulations as well as the schedule and entry forms 
must be handed out to all affiliated countries at the EE Convention. It is preferable 
that all veterinary checks and customs’ clearance is carried out at the show hall 
rather than at the border crossing. All personnel at official border crossings into the 
host nation as well as their veterinarians must be informed of the forthcoming 
animal transports. If difficulties arise, a representative of the show must travel to 
the border in order to assist all contact persons with clearance. Charges made by 
customs for group transports will be borne by the show organisers. 
 
14.2  
A special import licence issued by the official or border veterinarian for each section 
is to be sent to the contact person with the B-Forms. An appropriate health 
certificate issued by an official veterinarian has to accompany each transport for the 
return journey. These certificates are handed out to all contact persons by Saturday 
at the latest. All connected costs will be borne by the show organisers. 
 
14.3 
The required CITES-forms for the importation of certain bird species have to be 
acquired by the show organisers and must be sent to all contact persons along with 
the B forms. Relevant information will be issued by the section’s President. 
 
 
15.  Penning and Feeding 
 
15.1  
The preferred option for penning is single tier. Exceptions to this rule will be 
stipulated between the EE Executive and the show organisers in the special show 
contract. 
 
15.2  
The exhibits are housed in suitable and disinfected pens. Every pen has to contain 
at least one disinfected water- and feed trough. The exhibits have to be fed on the 
day of arrival. Feeds must be suitable for the individual exhibits. All feed and water 
troughs have to be filled before arrival of the exhibits in the poultry and pigeon 
sections. The croppers in the pigeon section have to be fed accordingly. 
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16.  Liability 
 
16.1  
The organising association of each European Show is liable for all damages and 
shortcomings in accordance with the stipulations in the special show contract.  
 
16.2  
Compensation is paid (four times the entry fee) for all dead exhibits if the show 
organisers or their helpers can be held responsible. No other indemnification will 
apply. The show organisers can only acquit themselves from blame by supplying 
proof to the contrary. 
 
16.3 
Illegal practices, thefts of animals or profound indecencies are to be reported 
immediately to the EE President by the chairman of the international jury. As the EE 
cannot sanction against individual people, these practices will be reported to the 
president of the affiliated association in question; only these are ultimately 
responsible for any sanctions. 
 
16.4  
There is no legal position between the EE and the show organisers, only between 
the show organisers and the exhibitors. The EE can therefore never be held liable 
for financial losses or damages of any kind. 
 
 
17.  Country Stands 
 
17.1 
The show organisers will supply the EE and all exhibiting nations with a stand free 
of charge. These stands have to be erected at a central place where the public can 
congregate. 
 
17.2 The stands have to measure 4 x 3 meters at least and must contain one back 
and two side panels. The front is open with a counter under which storage space is 
built in. The minimal equipment further includes an electricity supply, a round table 
and 4 chairs, also free of charge. 
 
17.3  
Some country stands can be made larger and be installed with extra equipment at 
a charge. Information on this will be supplied to all affiliated countries as part of the 
schedule and entry forms package. 
 
17.4 
One extra badge per section will be given to the people that will man the country 
stand. The contact person will inform the show organisers of the names of these 
stand people at the time the entries are sent in. 
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18.  General 
 
18.1 
Website for the European Show 
The show organisers have to create a website for the forthcoming European Show 
by the 1st. October of the year before the show is taking place. Apart from the 
Rules, Regulations and entry forms being available, the site has to be updated 
regularly with relevant information about the European Show. 

18.2  

Badges are issued to: 
 
 EE-Executive including Spouse or Partner 
 Contact persons and further Helpers, conform Art. 7.4 
 Judges 
 Country stand holders, conform Art. 17.4 
 
18.3 
The show organisers will compile a precise list of all legitimate badge holders. All 
people entitled to a badge will be advised by the show organisers where they can 
claim their badges. 
 
Those not belonging to any of the aforementioned officials’ groups are not entitled 
to a badge and have to buy an entry ticket. 
 
18.4 
If necessary, all badge holders will enter the exhibition hall, through a specially 
designated entrance. 
 
 
19.  Evaluation 
 
19.1 
The show organisers have to send a written evaluation of the European Show to the 
EE President at least two weeks before the EE convention. A verbal report has to be 
delivered to the Annual General Meeting. 
 
 
20.  Final Regulations 
 
20.1 
Any other rules that are not contained in these regulations, will be incorporated in 
the special show contract between the EE Executive and the show organisers. 
 
20.2 
All rules with regard to European Shows that are incorporated in the EE-
Constitution are binding and superordinate to these Rules and Regulations. 
 
20.3 
All descriptions with regard to persons or functions in these regulations are valid for 
both men and women, conforming to the principles of the Sex Discrimination Act. 
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20.4 
In case of possible lingual discrepancies caused by translation into English and 
French, the German text will always prevail. 
 
20.5 
These Regulations were established on the 4th.  day of  June 2011 in Balatonalmadi 
/ Hungary  and passed by the Annual General Meeting of the EE  and came into 
effect immediately. 
 
 
 
Balatonalmadi, 4th. June 2011 
 
Entente  Européenne EE  
 
Urs Freiburghaus Gion P. Gross 
 
President General Secretary 


